A LEVEL
FUTURE
SERIES
Preparing for the next challenge.
Learning beyond A Levels.

Jun 1-26 | 8.30 AM to 3.30 PM

SWPS

5 JUNE
Introduction to Greek Art
(1 of 3) An examination of the
architecture, sculpture and
vases of the 5th century BC.
Great Books (1 of 3)
Examines 12 key books on
every university reading list
including Moll Flanders, Pere
Goriot, Wuthering Heights,
Moby Dick and War & Peace.
8 JUNE

2, 3, 4 JUNE
NatWest Entrepreneurial Skills
Part of the NatWest Dream Bigger Programme supporting
female entrepreneurs.
2 JUNE
Job Interview Techniques
Tips and guidance for giving successful job interviews.
Psychoanalytic interpretation of Snow White
Snow White explored through Freudian psychological theories.
General Knowledge Quiz
Winning form donates the cost of “Breakfast on Us” to charity.
3 JUNE
Maths Challenge (1 of 3)
Testing problem-solving skills, prizes for winner week 3.
Bioethics (1 of 3)
An examination of ethical issues in life sciences (medicine,
healthcare, genetics, biology and scientific research).
Introduction to Political Ideologies (1 of 2)
Examination of the prevailing political ideas and ideologies
that shape our lives.
Looking at Art
Illustrated discussion of three important European paintings.
4 JUNE
The Black Death (1 of 3)
Causes, consequences and epidemiology of the Black Death.
Germany – Memories of a Nation (1 of 3)
A brief look at the history of Germany and German Culture.

Introduction à la littérature et
au 7ème art français (1 of 3)
Introduction to a variety
of texts/film to encourage
students to discover classical
authors and new film makers.
Life in East Germany before
the fall of the Berlin Wall
A personal experience of life in
the former GDR based on two
years living and working there.
Plato’s Republic (1 of 3)
A look at Plato’s Republic –
arguably the most influential
book in political philosophy.
9 JUNE
A day in the life of a costume
assistant
An insight to the film, TV,
theatre and costume world.
General Knowledge Quiz
Winning form donates the cost
of “Breakfast on Us” to charity.
Myers Briggs Personality
Types
Curious about your personality
type? This session will
give you an insight into the
different Myers Briggs
personality types and why
they matter (at university and
in the work place).

10 JUNE

15 JUNE

Maths Challenge (2 of 3)
Testing problem-solving skills, prizes for winner week 3.

Ballet and Music
Exploring the relationship
between ballet and music.
Featuring the Nutcracker and
the White-Haired Girl.

Bioethics (2 of 3)
An examination of ethical issues in all life sciences (medicine,
healthcare, genetics, biology and scientific research).
An introduction to Political Ideologies (2 of 2)
Examination of the prevailing political ideas and ideologies
that shape our lives.
California Dreaming
An illustrated account of a year spent teaching in a Los Angeles
high school.
11 JUNE
The Black Death (2 of 3)
Examination of the causes, consequences and epidemiology of
the Black Death.
Germany – Memories of a Nation (2 of 3)
A brief look at the history of Germany and German Culture.
Molecules that have changed (my) Life
An insight into a selection of molecules and their impact on a
personal, and more global, level.
12 JUNE
Introduction to Greek Art (2 of 3)
An examination of the architecture, sculpture
and vases of the 5th century BC.

Reiki and Crystals for
healing
A brief introduction to Reiki
healing and the use of crystals
to heal and balance chakras.
16 JUNE
General Knowledge Quiz
Winning form donates the cost
of “Breakfast on Us” to charity.
17 JUNE
Maths Challenge (3 of 3)
Testing problem-solving skills,
Winner this week.
Bioethics (3 of 3)
Examination of ethical issues in
all life sciences (medicine,
healthcare, genetics, biology
and scientific research).

Great Books (2 of 3)
Examines 12 key books on every university
reading list including Moll Flanders, Pere
Goriot, Wuthering Heights, Moby Dick and
War & Peace.
15 JUNE
Che Guevara
Man, myth or monster.
Introduction à la littérature et au 7ème art français (2 of 3)
Introduction to a variety of texts/film to encourage students
to discover classical authors and new film makers.
Life behind the Iron Curtain
Experiences of six months spent in Moscow in 1983.
Plato’s Republic (2of 3)
A look at Plato’s Republic – arguably the most influential book
in political philosophy.

17 JUNE
THE WARS OF THE ROSES,
DAN JONES (1 OF 2)
The Wars of the Roses – causes
and legacies. First of our
lectures from award-winning
journalist, broadcaster and
historian, Dan Jones.

18 JUNE

23 JUNE

Ancient Egypt
Exploring Ancient Egyptian beliefs, architecture & culture.
Were they more sophisticated than the Romans?

General Knowledge Quiz
Winning form donates the cost
of “Breakfast on Us” to charity.

The Black Death (3 of 3)
Examination of the causes, consequences and epidemiology of
the Black Death.

Rebellious Designers
A look at how design has
changed for the better due to
some rebellious behaviour.

Germany – Memories of a Nation (3 of 3)
A brief look at the history of Germany and German Culture.
Angels and Demons
The theological history and meaning of Angelic and demonic
beings in the Bible, with a special focus on the Devil.
19 JUNE
Introduction to Greek Art (3 of 3)
Examination of the architecture, sculpture and vases of the 5th
century BC.
Great Books (3 of 3)
Examines 12 key books which are on every university reading
list including Moll Flanders, Pere Goriot, Wuthering Heights,
Moby Dick and War & Peace.
22 JUNE
Introduction à la littérature et au 7ème art français (3 of 3)
Introduction to a variety of texts/film to encourage students
to discover classical authors and new film makers.
Jane Austen and her novels
A brief history of Jane Austen’s life and times with a look at
snippets from her novels and the film versions to determine
why she remains such a popular author today.
Plato’s Republic (3 of 3)
A look at Plato’s Republic – arguably the most influential book
in political philosophy.
Conservation
For more wonder, rewind the world. Examining the impact
humans have had on the natural world.

23 JUNE
THE TUDORS,
DAN JONES (2 OF 2)
The Tudors - Creation of our
Nation State? Final lecture
from award-winning journalist,
broadcaster and historian, Dan
Jones.
26 JUNE
Introduction to Greek Art
Examination of the
architecture, sculpture and
vases of 5th century BC.

Don't miss out
on this new
opportunity!
Jun 1-26 | 8.30 AM to 3.30 PM

Visit Firefly for further details.

